
ClearScale and Stream Security

With continuous compliance monitoring and real-
time security assessments, your organization is 
always prepared for audits, eliminating the need 
for extensive preparations for every audit.

Continuous Compliance and Real-Time Visibility 
Into AWS Environments

Customer Benefits

Managing AWS cloud security and compliance is 
challenging, with frequent audits and a deluge of 
security alerts often overwhelming IT teams.

The strategic partnership between ClearScale and 
Stream Security moves beyond the limitations of 
traditional security tools that rely on periodic scans. 
This integrated solution moves businesses from 
point and time compliance validation to continuous 
compliance, shifting security and compliance from 
reactive measures to a proactive stance.

Our approach elevates cloud cost visibility, equipping 
IT teams with actionable insights to fine-tune AWS 
configurations for optimal cost efficiency. By shifting 
from static, point-in-time data to continuous, real-

Gain actionable insights into your AWS spending 
with detailed analytics, enabling precise cost 
management and optimization strategies for your 
cloud infrastructure.

Leverage advanced real-time analytics to quickly 
identify and address security vulnerabilities and 
compliance gaps, significantly reducing the risk of 
exposure and the time to remediate.

Our sophisticated analysis filters out the noise of 
false alerts, allowing your security team to focus 
on genuine threats and compliance issues.

Ensure your cloud environment is in continuous 
compliance with regulatory standards and secure 
from threats through real-time monitoring and 
detection.

Perform checks and balances on your MSP 
vendor, ensuring that it’s always aligned with the 
latest regulatory compliance standards, security 
protocols, and cost-efficiency practices.

Continuous Compliance and Security

Enhance Your MSP Service

Eliminate False Positives

Enhanced Cost Visibility and Optimization

Immediate Threat Detection and Remediation

Ready for Audits Anytime

time analytics, we enable swift identification of 
compliance and security discrepancies, coupled 
with cost visibility and prioritized strategies for 
remediation.

Stream Security’s real-time data analysis cuts through 
the noise of false positives that burden traditional 
scanning tools, addressing alert fatigue head-on. This 
precision allows security teams to focus on genuine 
threats and compliance issues, cultivating a more 
secure and streamlined cloud ecosystem.

The outcome is a suite of indispensable tools that 
empower organizations to achieve continuous 
compliance, improved cost visibility, and cutting-edge 
cloud security in their AWS environments.



Our Services

About Stream 
Security

About ClearScale

Stream Security is a leading platform for cloud solutions specializing in real-time Cloud Twin technology. The 
platform constantly models enterprises’ cloud environments to pinpoint how threats emerge and demystifies the 
impact of remediating them instantly. To learn more visit stream.security.

Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native solutions designed exclusively for Amazon Web Services 
(AWS). Our cloud experts have helped companies across all industries design, implement, optimize, and manage 
customized cloud solutions that drive innovation. 

Transform your AWS environment with ClearScale 
and Stream Security – embrace continuous 
compliance and cost visibility.

→

www.clearscale.com 

(800) 591-0442

sales@clearscale.com 50 California Street  
Suite 1500  
San Francisco, CA 94111

Ensure that your AWS environment adheres 
to standards like PCI DSS, HIPAA, SOC, and 
more, even when you’re not undergoing an 
audit. Benefit from ongoing compliance checks 
and updates that keep pace with changing 
regulations.

We provide instant visibility into your exposure 
level, pinpoint threat origins, and clarify 
remediation impacts, reducing the mean time to 
remediation.

By analyzing usage patterns and identifying 
inefficiencies, we provide actionable 
recommendations for cost optimization and help 
forecast future spending, ensuring you get the 
most out of your AWS cloud investment. 

We assess your cloud setup to identify potential 
issues, from security vulnerabilities to operational 
inefficiencies, and provide a roadmap for 
optimization, ensuring personalized solutions for 
your AWS environment.

Customized AWS Environment Health Checks

Cloud Cost Visibility & Financial Forecasting

Real-Time Security & Threat Detection

Continuous Compliance Monitoring & 
Management

Get Started
Reach out today to set up a live demo and learn how ClearScale and Stream Security can help you with 
continuous compliance, enhanced security, and cost visibility for your AWS environment -  
https://www.clearscale.com/company/contact. 

https://www.stream.security/
http://www.clearscale.com
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